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We propose the design of a data management abstraction level to implement a full set of parallel
KDD applications, with minimal performance overhead and greater scalability than conventional
DBMS, providing a high-level parallel API to be exploited by parallel and out-of-core data mining
algorithms. Our approach exploits knowledge of the parallel and sequential structure of applications.
Programs are developed with the ASSIST parallel programming environment, and expose explicit
algorithmic hints in the sequential code through the data management API. We describe an existing
prototype and report examples and first test results with mining algorithms.
1. Introduction
The design of the data management level for Knowledge Discovery in Databases (KDD)
involves several difficult trade-offs in choosing the right API. There are contrasting needs in
the implementation of this layer w.r.t. expressive power, flexibility, raw performance (e.g. I/O
performance, computational overhead), whose balance conditions the overall performance of
the KDD process.
Because of its iterative and interactive search nature, KDD highly benefits from the use of
standard DBMS tools, exploiting their flexibility in the steps of data extraction and prepa-
ration. During the Data Mining (DM) phase, on the other hand, size of data and number
of attributes often rule out algorithms with high accuracy, just because their complexity in
terms of in-core and out-of-core operations [12] makes them impractical in real-life situations.
In order to minimize this effect, data management support for Data Mining must achieve
high efficiency and performance. Different solutions have been used in the practice, ranging
from flat-file access, the development of special-purpose API to conventional DBMS [8], to
RAM-based DB and OLAP approaches [9].
When developing parallel KDD systems we are confronted with even more complex issues,
as larger and harder problem instances have to be solved, while efficiently exploiting parallel
I/O, and memory hierarchies made up of several stacked sequential and parallel architectural
layers. These issues are not addressed by conventional DBMSs, which fail to scale up to
massively parallel architectures.
We propose the design of an intermediate abstraction level, the Parallel Data Repository
(PDR), that provides enough flexibility to implement a full set of KDD applications, exposes
performance critical choices to the application programmer hiding the messy details, and can
be implemented with high performance on parallel architectures. We want to avoid
• the high overhead that standard DBMSs impose in order to support relational views,
atomic transactions and concurrent access at the record level,
• the drawbacks of sequential/parallel low-level approaches to programming, which are
complex, error prone and seldom portable,
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2• the limits in scalability that conventional parallel approaches incur, being based on
shared-memory DBMS servers and/or database replication.
We define an abstract software architecture for this data management support, which aims
at exploiting out-of-core techniques from within structured parallel programs, reducing the
implementation complexity of parallel data mining applications without sacrificing their per-
formance. The intended use of such a software layer is to ease parallel processing of data in
the mining and validation steps of the KDD process. We thus assume that clean input data
can be exported from conventional DBMS or Data Mart to the high-performance management
system, in order to execute parallel mining algorithms on it.
The design of the PDR has been partially implemented, and it has been tested with several
algorithms [3], showing promising results.
In Sec. 2 we discuss the approach we have taken in designing the system, and compare it
with previous work. Sec. 3 gives details about the PDR structure, and Sec. 4 about those parts
that have already been implemented. Sec. 5 shows simple examples of Mining algorithms that
can be efficiently expressed using the API of the PDR and presents preliminary benchmark
results. Sec. 6 outlines future work directions.
2. Approach and Related Work
When applying parallel and distributed computing techniques to KDD systems and algo-
rithms, we need to decompose data access and computation workload in parallel. Our aim is
to reach architecture portability of DM computational cores, to be able to extend and reuse
them as KDD modules or as the basis of different DM algorithms, without sacrificing their
performance and parallel scalability. We define an abstraction level for data management,
in order to optimize communication performance and workload distribution and, at the same
time, to grant sufficient expressive power to code the algorithms independently from the details
of data access. The approach we pursue has four key features
1. efficient parallel modularity/decomposability of computations exploiting the interface,
2. block-oriented, efficient exploitation of memory hierarchies,
3. DM tailored data management implementation and data semantics,
4. low overhead with respect to raw I/O.
The first point is addressed by exploiting the ASSIST structured parallel programming
environment [1,11] for writing DM algorithms [4]. The parallel coordination approach allows
to clearly express the parallel behaviour of the application, while sequential code performing
the work doesn’t deal with the issues of concurrent access to data. By decoupling the local
(to each block or partition of the data) and global parts of the computation into different
modules, we can control the flow of data in the algorithm structure itself, thus also avoiding
the need for access control in the data management layer. In our view this requires
• independent concurrent operation on partitions of a file (a feature that is not provided
by plain POSIX, but is needed for parallel I/O [10]),
• support for user-defined synopsis data structures linked to data blocks; each process/module
in the DM application should be able to efficiently build/update/fetch the sufficient
statistics needed to dispatch a data block within the algorithm and/or to a different
processing node.
The structured approach to parallelism is coupled with a block-oriented data management
level. We exploit the common structure of many DM algorithms, which are mainly data
intensive, and can be written to work as much as possible on large blocks of data, improving
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3the I/O performance. The theory of out-of-core (OOC) algorithms has already shown that
explicit secondary memory access control is needed to achieve optimal results. State-of-the-art
libraries for OOC programming like TPIE [2] are based on the load/unload paradigm. Block
selection is specified by the user algorithm and is implemented by a block-moving engine,
performing all I/O and related optimizations.
We concentrated on the parallel aspect of OOC, thus we do not have yet developed an
API and an engine for prefetching strategies like that of TPIE. Recent works exist on the
combination of the OOC and parallel aspects [5] into the FG framework. FG allows to easily
organize block (pre)fetching and parallel load-balancing for programs essentially structured as
pipelines, while preserving the modularity of the sequential code performing the computation
on each block. With respect to FG, ASSIST programs are not restricted to the pipeline
pattern1 and can be run over the Grid as well as on cluster platforms. On the other hand we
are currently not going to integrate the expressive tools for OOC and parallelism computation
in the ASSIST coordination language. Through the PDR design we support out-of-core parallel
operations on a memory hierarchy by providing a block-oriented interface to the processes of
a parallel application, which can then exploit block-aware algorithms to maximize the amount
of in-memory computation.
Assuming that the data has been cleaned and consolidated into a single large table, efficient
support of parallel and secondary-memory block-oriented operation for DM algorithm is much
easier to achieve than in the general case of DBMS applications, as we can focus on the
problem of handling large bi-dimensional matrices with fixed row schema. For the sake of
performance, we assume that the in-memory data representation is the same as those in other
memory levels, in order to avoid conversion overheads and to directly access tables loaded
from secondary memory.
We thus advocate an intermediate approach between using DBMS tools and flat files, on the
one hand providing only basic operations, with low computational cost, on the data tables. On
the other hand, we improve w.r.t. relational databases and to flat-files in the ability to express
data types routinely used in mining algorithms. Support of those basic data types used in
DM algorithms that have a compact and efficient machine encoding, like small integers, sets
of labels and booleans, also addresses the requirement of low overhead I/O.
Our approach differs from the prevalent one of developing special purpose API to conven-
tional or parallel DBMS (Microsoft OLE-DB is an example [8]). The scalability of such an
approach is limited by that of (most often SMP-based) parallel DBMS. When aiming at high
performance DM and on-line transaction processing, RAM-based approaches are also used
(e.g. the GemStone OLAP solution based on a distributed cache approach [9]).
3. Design Proposal
We propose a distributed SW architecture where sequential, parallel/concurrent clients can
access the PDR. The PDR is structured as a multiple-layer memory hierarchy sketched in
Fig. 2, where we have three levels: the memory local to each process (M0), a shared-memory
primary level (M1) and a secondary memory level (M2).
Global memory is thus distinguished into primary and secondary. The secondary level is
implemented through the secondary memory of a set of computing nodes.
If we employ the current technology of computational clusters, and a hardware or software
1Generic graphs of parallel modules and explicit loops can be expressed and controlled in ASSIST.
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4implementation of the primary shared memory level, it is safe to assume that primary global
memory (M1) is smaller than secondary one (level M2, which is the aggregation of the available
discs) and at least two orders of magnitude faster w.r.t. access latency. With the same
assumption, access to local discs, when they are present, and to non-local disk storage, exhibits
the same latency. The PDR however does not exploit the three-level memory hierarchy as such.
Levels M0 and M2 are used to process/hold data, while memory level M1 is reserved to hold
block-related meta-data, i.e. additional information about each block.
We show in Fig. 1 the layout of data within the repository. We call each database managed
in the PDR a dataset. All records in a dataset have the same structure, defined in term of
provided types (integers, floats, dates, boolean, raw data, record keys) and of user-defined
nominal types (defined as sets of labels). Thus the dataset is a bi-dimensional table with
heterogeneous columns.
Blocks are the smallest amount of data transfer and of parallel work decomposition. Their
size is fixed at dataset creation: a larger block size typically increases I/O bandwidth and
DM algorithm efficiency, and decreases the available parallel work on a dataset. The external
memory paradigm is applied to manage the data, using levels M0 and M2.
The upper level of the PDR provides the API and implements all local data management
functions. The user code interfaces to the data by means of C++ classes, that manage data
buffers in main memory, allow to operate on meta-data and delegate the I/O to the lower
implementation levels.
Dataset meta-data represent the fixed schema of the dataset rows, including definitions of
user-defined types. The schema is managed by the PDR and is kept linked with each dataset,
with low I/O overhead and memory occupation. It doesn’t need to live in shared memory, as
it is fixed at dataset creation2.
Each block of data is also a linked to a data space in the M1 level (Fig. 1), where synopsis
data structures defined by the program exploiting the PDR are kept. The purpose of this
additional space is to speed up application execution: programs can quickly store and retrieve
synthetic information about a data block, to choose which blocks to process next in sequen-
tial/parallel computations, and sufficient statistics, useful to DM algorithms to avoid loading
the data at all. We show a few examples in Sec. 5.
Synopsis data structures will have a separate API from that of the data (allowing to define
and manipulate them) and a different implementation. We rely on the assumptions that
sufficient statistics are much smaller than the dataset, can change according to the algorithms,
have a dynamic structure, and need to be shared among different parts of the algorithms much
more often than the large blocks of the dataset. Thus we conclude that sufficient statistics
should be stored on a fast memory that also supports synchronizations, like the (virtually)
shared memory level M1.
I/O of data blocks is implemented by a lower level of parallel data servers with minimal
centralized support to coordinate them. A block transfer engine can be implemented on each
separate computing node, cooperating with the I/O servers.
The PDR design is architecture-independent. However, we want to avoid any data conver-
sion across the memory levels, thus we assume an homogeneous architecture, with the same
kind of CPU and O.S. to execute all processes, and a common runtime (C++) to access
2Meta-data management can be a bottleneck for PVFS. In our case PVFS handles only a few, very large files,
and we do not support arbitrary changes in the dataset structure. Hence we don’t incur in performance losses
caused by the PVFS meta-data server, and PDR’s own global meta-data are read-only.
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Figure 2. Implementation layers of the PDR.
in-memory data.
4. Current Implementation
We carried on the first implementation of the Parallel Data Repository as part of a parallel
KDD engine within the SAIB project [3].
Mining Algorithms in the SAIB system are structured parallel applications written with the
ASSIST parallel programming environment. They are developed following a common set of
interfaces and used as interchangeable basic components within the KDD system. The PDR is
used as an external object (an active object interfaced to all application processes and possibly
being itself implemented as a parallel application). We exploit the parallel structure of the
applications to ensure that parallel activities in the algorithm do actually operate on separate
subsets of the data blocks.
The prototype PDR is structured as two layers, an interface level and an implementation
one. The interface layer is implemented by a shared library, interfacing application processes
to the data. At this level each dataset has a logical schema defined at creation, and can have
multiple views. A view is a subset, possibly reordered, of the main schema of a dataset. It can
be used to access the data, allowing algorithms to ignore and be independent of the actual
structure of a dataset.
The interface layer provides high-level functions to (1) manage datasets life cycle (2) de-
fine logical schemes of datasets and dataset views, (3) load and unload blocks of data from
multiple datasets to in-memory tables, (4) access to, and management of in-memory tables,
also performing integrity checks. The implementation layer will operate on a physical schema
that is usually different form the dataset main logical schema. The distinction between them,
and the API to manipulate logical schemes, exist because programs can choose to operate
only on part of the attributes of a dataset, and they also hide record field reordering which is
performed by the PDR implementation to compact the data layout.
The interface layer performs also read/write operations of data blocks from shared/parallel
devices. With respect to the abstract architecture of Fig. 2, the implementation of the interface
layer merges within the C++ API the essential functions of the OOC engine.
The PDR implementation layer performs out-of-core data block transfer from secondary
memory, exploiting different I/O supports (POSIX I/O, parallel file system). We have em-
ployed a parallel file system (PVFS version 1 [7]) to implement the I/O layer shown in Fig. 2.
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6I/O servers actually map transparently to the iod PVFS daemons. This choice was convenient
for the first implementation as it avoided the immediate need for developing a parallel OOC
engine. We also support sequential file-systems, with NFS as a special case. It is thus possible
to share a PDR dataset with sequential applications, loosing the parallel I/O advantages, but
exploiting the same API. Combining multiple disc spaces into a single PDR space, effectively
reimplementing the parallel file system functionalities, is something possible with respect to
the abstract architecture we envisioned, but as a research direction it is yet unexplored.
The shared-memory level M1 has not yet been integrated in the PDR architecture. We
emulate its functionalities exploiting in the algorithm the shared memory data-structures
provided by the ASSIST run-time. Shared dynamic data structures can be defined and used
within the program. The prototype has the full functionality of the abstract architecture,
except for the ability to define synopsis data structures that are automatically persistent with
the dataset, and for the need to explicitly manage these structures in the program code.
As a final remark, the proposed architecture can also be exploited on large clusters to
pursue a RAM-based approach. In the general case, however, to hold medium size databases
in (virtual) shared memory changes the parameters of the memory hierarchy exploited, and
makes the proposed PDR architecture less useful.
5. Examples
Several algorithms from the data mining field can exploit the PDR interface, and most
clustering algorithms fall in this category [6]. The BIRCH and CURE approaches are based
on sufficient statistics and representatives. The STING grid-based approach and the density-
based approach of OPTICS and DBSCAN rely on parallel and secondary memory techniques in
order to optimize the running time. Many parallel and sequential optimizations for the classical
k-means/medoid clustering algorithms are based on multiple levels of summary information
associated with spatial data partitions.
Many low-level tasks (e.g. sorting, searching) can be expressed using the PDR primitives,
as they allow to emulate those offered by OOC frameworks like FG [5].
Classification by tree induction is another notable source of examples: these algorithms are
divide and conquer in nature, and recursively split the input dataset to build the classification
tree. At each split, we need to compute a set of statistics over the data associated to the
current tree node (histograms of the combinations of different attribute values within each
data partition).
We have developed a prototype of the C4.5 algorithm that interfaces to the PDR. The
structure of the prototype is described in Fig. 3. It is composed of two interconnected ASSIST
modules, one of them exploiting both data and task parallelism in different phases of the
computation. Blocks are assigned by a control module to processing elements in the parallel
module, either to exploit data-parallel computation of the statistics on a single node of the
classification tree, or to perform a task-parallel expansion of separate nodes. The program
reorders the dataset as needed to keep node-related partitions into separate sets of blocks.
Each block, or set of blocks, is represented within the algorithm by its linked meta-data, which
include the array holding histograms of values for the data in that block. Actual data transfer
from the Data Repository happens only when needed to perform in-memory computation on
the block.
Meta-data associated to data-blocks are used in another example, where an iterative clus-
tering algorithm [3] needs to establish how many unclustered records belong to each block.
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In that case we can check in constant time if a data rearrangement operation is worth on the
whole dataset, to improve the execution time of the following linear scan phases.
We have also developed algorithms for simpler data-management tasks like sorting, filtering
and merging of datasets. As a general remark on them, algorithms based on the scan pattern
point out the need of a block prefetch API. Fig. 4 reports test results on a cluster of 8 Pentium-
4 processing nodes linked by Gbit Ethernet. We used a varying number of parallel processing
nodes, while keeping fixed to 8 the number of PVFS I/O nodes. We show, for a 2GB input
file, the speed-up of a horizontal selection (splitting in two datasets the records of a dataset,
according to a simple predicate), a vertical selection (splitting dataset records in two datasets
with half of the columns) and a key-join operation (reconstructing the original file from the
vertical split results).
6. Conclusions
We have introduced an architecture for a Parallel Data Repository to be coupled with
high-level, structured parallel languages in the implementation of Data Mining algorithms.
The PDR is based on the exploitation of the out-of-core programming paradigm and on a
semantic tailored to mining algorithms, which are data-intensive and often employ a simple
bi-dimensional view of the input data.
We are now working to verify that the PDR provides the right level of expressiveness to
implement parallel DM algorithms with minimal coding effort, ensuring portability and high
performance. This is the same goal that our research group more generally pursues w.r.t.
parallel and Grid programming, and that frameworks like FG [5] aim at w.r.t. out-of-core,
cluster-based computing.
The current status of development already shows some of the advantages of the architecture:
we were able to develop a modular, parallel KDD engine based on the PDR, which runs on a
cluster and interfaces to a parallel file system. Current block transfer engine is quite simple,
though. While we already interface to parallel I/O resources, we do not yet offer the ability
to do intensive data prefetch under algorithm control.
To fulfill the design of the PDR requires us to further develop the prototype, by providing
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8an explicit link between each data block and the corresponding synopsis data structures, as
well as an API to define and operate automatically on them, in such a way that the associated
data and their update code can be permanently attached to a dataset when needed. Another
development we are currently evaluating is to perform some basic data-reduction and data-
parallel operation in the I/O server, to reduce further network bandwidth requirements for
I/O, and to ease the design of very simple parallel data management algorithms.
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